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These beautiful cards capture the essence of the life-changing, best-selling book Ask and It Is
Given.You will experience an enhancing of your personal power, which may, at first, seem illogical
or even magical, as the Energy Stream from which these cards have come dovetails with the true
essence of your own being.Â As you return for frequent visits to these beautiful cards, you will begin
to notice a definite closing of the gap between where you are and where you want to be on all
subjects that are important to you.
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"You will experience an enhancing of your personal power, which may, at first, seem illogical or
even magical, as the Energy Stream from which these cards have come dovetails with the true
essence of your own being. As you return for frequent visits to these beautiful cards, you will begin
to notice a definite closing of the gap between where you are and where you want to be on all
subjects that are important to you." - From the authorsSince the mid-80's, Esther and Jerry Hicks
have brought forth the teachings of an evolved set of beings known as Abraham. Instructing
humanity on well-being and the Law of Attraction, Abraham/Hicks have created a 60-card deck
based on their bestselling book Ask and It Is Given.The Ask and It Is Given Cards feature vibrant,
whimsical images accompanied by a particular idea, while the back of the card elaborates further on
a subject. Here are a few of the empowering teachings found in this deck:I Won't Put Those
Unwanted Ingredients in My Pie - Imagine yourself as a chef in an extremely well-stocked kitchen

where there are many ingredients that are not appropriate for your creation, but you feel no
discomfort about their existence. You simply utilize the ingredients that will enhance *your*
creation--and you leave the ingredients that are not appropriate for your creation out of your pie.My
Greatest Gift to Give Is My Happiness - The greatest gift that you could ever give is your own
happiness. When you are in a state of joy or appreciation, you are connected to the Stream of
Source Energy that is truly who-you-are--and anything or anyone that you are holding as you object
of attention benefits from your attention.Why Does My Saying No to It Mean Saying Yes to It?

I bought these cards on a whim because I'm not a big fan of "card decks". I know that a lot of people
use these decks to meditate upon or get a glimpse of what their soul might be telling them, but I
have always preferred to just sit as quietly as I could and see what bubbled up from within. If for
some reason the "inner chatter" was too loud and I couldn't get still, I'd close my eyes and pick a
book from my library and once I had the book in my hand, and with eyes still closed,I would open
the book to any page and after I selected my page, I'd open my eyes and read the first thing my
eyes fell upon. I noticed that I always read exactly what I needed to hear...maybe I always
do...maybe most of the time I am just plain stubborn and I think I know more than my soul. As one of
my mentor's might say, "Your arrogance is your ignorance and your ignorance is your
arrogance...."Ah, shuddup...But I received some "unexpected income" the other day, always a nice
surprise, and I treated myself to a big sushi lunch and after eating I waddled over to the bookstore
and on "auto-pilot" went straight to the Metaphysical/Spirituality section. I swear, I think I've worn a
trail in that particular bookstore's carpeting because I always gravitate to that section. I did want to
get something from Esther Hicks, but I was thinking more in line with another book, but I need
another book like I need...oh, what's that saying...I need another book like I need a hole in my head
filled with spilt milk and crumbled cookies...is that it? I never get those plucky little sayings right...but
I gravitated to these cards instead.Now they were sealed...twice...so I couldn't just unwrap them and
put my sushi smelling fingers all over them.
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